Influence of the C-banding procedure on DNA and proteins of mouse chromosomes: I. A microdensitometric study.
Cytochemical quantitative methods were used to investigate DNA protein contents of mouse metaphase plates during an alkaline C-banding procedure ( Sumner et al., 1971). Cytochemical stains and reactions for DNA and for total protein content were used to quantitatively assess the sequential involvement (losses) of DNA and protein during the appearance of the classic C-banding pattern which was monitored with Giemsa staining. The data point the preferential loss of DNA from euchromatic regions of chromosomes as the main cause of the C-banding pattern appearance. The effect of chromosomal protein is more likely indirect and perhaps tied to some specific interaction with centromeric DNA that contributes to DNA retention in C-bands. Following the C-banding procedure it was possible to differentially stain the centromeric area with Feulgen and GCA and even with non-fully specific stain for DNA such as methylene blue.